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Abstract

Environmental contaminants induce adverse effects across biological levels, necessitating precise assessment tools. DNA adducts,

which are chemical modifications to DNA, provide crucial insights into genomic effects and find broad applications in envi-

ronmental toxicology and related fields. Liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and, lately, with

high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), has emerged as the forefront technique for detecting and quantifying DNA adducts.

HRMS allows comprehensive screening of adducts from diverse exposure classes, yielding detailed insights into modification

types, chemical structures, and exposure diagnostics. This approach surpasses the constraints of classical assays, providing a

superior omics perspective for understanding the impacts of contaminants on DNA. This opinion paper delves into the cutting-

edge field of environmental adductomics, highlighting the emerging role of DNA adductome analysis in effect-based methods

for monitoring and environmental health assessment. Discussed are target and non-target approaches for adduct identification,

monitoring support and regulatory utilization, and showcasing the recent experience in surveying pollution impacts on DNA

adductomes in wildlife. We suggest that DNA adductomics is a technologically mature, mechanism-based novel approach ready

for adoption in environmental research and monitoring to facilitate a comprehensive assessment of environmental impacts.

Background

Effect-based monitoring and assessment. Conventional monitoring of hazardous chemicals in the
environment focuses on specific priority substances, capturing only a fraction of these chemicals, and often
missing those below detection limits that contribute to biological effects 1. This approach, therefore, falls
short in assessing subtle and complex impacts in diverse environmental conditions. Effect-based methods are
crucial for directly evaluating biological impacts in environmental monitoring and status assessment 2. By
measuring responses at molecular or organismal levels, these methods enable early detection, identification of
mixture effects, and a holistic understanding of ecosystem health 3. However, a lack of suitable biological data
and uncertainties in ecological risk assessments pose challenges. There is an urgent demand for predictive
tools, and the diverse capabilities of OMICS technologies (including genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics,
lipidomics, metabolomics, and adductomics) are garnering attention for their potential to provide effective
biomarkers.

DNA adductome monitoring: insights from the Swedish experience. Since 2017, DNA adductome
analysis was conducted jointly with the Swedish National Marine Monitoring Program (SNMMP) in the
Baltic Sea, using amphipods Monoporeia affinis and Pontoporeia femorata as sentinel species. In the
context of SNMMP, the prevalence of embryo aberrations in sediment-dwelling amphipods serves as a key
indicator of pollution effects. This indicator is based on the high sensitivity of embryo development to
chemical exposure, leading to the manifestation of diverse developmental aberrations observable in gravid
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females 4,5 used to assess the biological effects of contaminants in the Baltic Sea 6. The measured embryo
aberration rate serves as a specific health condition when evaluating the female DNA adductome, establishing
baselines, and identifying biomarkers linked to an elevated risk of developmental disorders. Furthermore, the
association between exposure and specific adductome profile can be categorized based on pollution loads in
sediment at monitoring sites. Here, drawing from this experience, we offer insights into how DNA adductome
can enhance the current effect-based assessment of biological effects in environmental monitoring.

DNA adductomics: advancing environmental monitoring

OMICS-based ecosurveillance. Current discussions center on integrating OMICS-based technologies
into ecosurveillance monitoring frameworks. This integration aims to capture the comprehensive biological
responses of ecosystems under perturbation 7,8. These technologies and the data they provide have already
enhanced our grasp of how environmental chemicals impact ecosystems and human health. However, despite
progress, most environmental OMICS are currently in the data collection phase, with crucial gaps in linking
toxicity data with OMICS endpoints 9. Future efforts are expected to address real environmental challenges,
focusing on issues like chemical mixture toxicity, biomarker identification, baseline variability, and the deve-
lopment of approaches for deriving environmental quality standards from the OMICS data 10,11,12 towards
more effective risk monitoring, and sustainable natural resource utilization 7.

DNA adductome - an exposome component. Adductomics, an emerging research field, provides struc-
tural insights into chemical exposures and serves as a platform for discovering biomarkers to identify both
the occurrence of exposure and associated effects. DNA adductomics, one of the newest OMICS techniques,
is particularly well suited for assessing exposure and effects of environmental contaminants 13 and eluci-
dating genotoxic and epigenetic changes due to chemical stressors. However, whereas the DNA adductome
approach is well-established in human toxicology due to its direct relevance to human health 14,15, its use in
environmental studies has been limited despite the wide acceptance of DNA adducts as exposure biomarkers
in wildlife.

DNA adducts are well-established biomarkers in (eco)toxicology. They are chemical modifications
occurring when certain chemicals bind covalently to DNA molecules (Figure 1). Unrepaired DNA adducts
can disrupt DNA structure and function, potentially leading to mutations and adverse biological effects 16.
These adducts are associated with health issues, reproductive toxicity, genotoxicity, and epigenetic alterati-
ons in humans and wildlife. For the last 50 years, DNA adducts have been used as biomarkers of exposure in
environmental toxicology, where the focus has mainly been on the adducts derived from polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in fish and mussels as exposure biomarkers 17,18. In environmental toxicology, PAHs
have been most commonly linked to DNA adduct formation 19,20,21, both in the laboratory and in field obser-
vations after oil spills. However, other contaminants have also been found to induce DNA modifications 22,23.
Also, in amphipods, abundant epigenetic DNA modifications have been associated with contaminated envi-
ronments 24 and females that carry embryos with various developmental disorders 25. Thus, ample evidence
supports the informative value of detecting and quantifying DNA adducts in biological samples for assessing
contaminant exposure and genomic effects.
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Figure 1: The adductome refers to the complete set of chemical DNA modifications, known as adducts,
illustrated by a representative modification in (A) and depicted as a whole in (B). These alterations stem from
various processes: i. Binding of nucleophilic sites on the nucleobases 26 with electrophilic reactive compounds,
e.g., diol epoxide metabolites of benzo[a]pyrene (BPDE), leading to DNA-BPDE adduct (measured as BPDE-
dG 27). ii. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) giving oxidized adducts; most common is oxidation on C8 position
of guanine (measured as 8-oxo-dG 25). ROS can also lead to oxidation of lipids, giving lipid peroxidation
(LPO) products that can bind to DNA giving DNA-LPO adducts 28. If unrepaired, adducts from electrophilic
species and ROS can lead to mutagenesis increasing the risk of genotoxic effects. iii. Epigenetic changes
such as methylation of 5C-cytosine (measured as 5-me-dC 25); these are non-genotoxic, but with possible
developmental effects. iv. Unknown adducts observed using non-targeted analysis, yet to be structurally
identified 24. 2’-Deoxyribonucleoside adducts (modification to the DNA marked in red) exemplified in (C),
with respective molecular formula and calculated mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of their protonated molecular
ions.

Traditional analytical methods for DNA adducts. The detection of DNA adducts has commonly
been conducted using immunochemical 29 and 32P-postlabelling 30 assays. Although useful, these assays
do not provide chemical or structural information about the adducts to trace back to specific exposures.
Moreover, these techniques have significant limitations: the immunochemical method is not sensitive enough
to detect DNA adducts at trace levels and requires an antibody to each chemical. Albeit highly sensitive, 32P-
postlabelling entails the use of radioactive phosphorus, posing safety concerns and regulatory challenges 31.
Additionally, the method is labor-intensive and further complicated by highly variable labeling efficiency 32.
Presently, researchers must adhere to stringent safety protocols for handling radioactive materials and waste
disposal, resulting in a gradual decline in laboratories willing to conduct these measurements. Moreover,
key limitations include the scarcity of information on the detected DNA adduct structure and occasional
co-migration of adducts on the thin layer chromatography plate 33. These challenges collectively impede the
chemical structural characterization and identification of the adducts.

A novel approach to measure old biomarker. Nowadays, one of the most powerful techniques for
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detecting and quantifying DNA adducts is liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Using high-
resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), sensitive and selective analytical methods for detecting and iden-
tifying DNA adducts in the genome have been developed 34 and successfully applied in human health re-
search 31,35 and ecotoxicological 25,24 diagnostics of adverse effects due to chemical exposure. Instead of
analyzing a few adducts from a specific chemical exposure (i.e., bottom-up approach), HRMS gives the pos-
sibility to screen for DNA adducts from multiple classes of exposure, an “adductomics” approach. Thus,
this is a new OMICS approach, with both target and non-targeted analytical methods available to compre-
hensively investigate the adductome via screening for all known and unknown adducts in the genome (i.e.,
top-down approach). Various modification types, e.g., bulky PAH-adducts, methylation and oxidation, can
be analyzed in a single sample by HRMS, including the determination of their chemical structures, which is
useful for exposure diagnostics 14,15. Thus, the current capacity for DNA adduct characterization is superi-
or to the classical assays, advocating this OMICS approach to detect and monitor the biological effects of
contaminants 24.

Methodology

Using various cell types and matrices, several DNA adductomics methods based on LC-HRMS have been
developed for applications in human toxicology 36,37,38. These developments are poised to be applicable to
any biological sample and allow proposing a workflow for low- and high-mass DNA adduct analysis in wildlife
as a part of ecotoxicological surveillance 24.

Test organisms. Any plant or animal tissue is suitable for the analysis, including the whole body (for
small-sized planktonic and benthic animals as well as embryos), blood, liver and muscle tissues. If fertilized
eggs or embryos are present in small specimens, they should be dissected out and either analyzed separately
or not included in the female DNA samples to avoid the natural ontogenetic variability in the epigenetic
DNA modifications related to embryogenesis 25. In fish, liver and muscle tissues are commonly used as test
tissues, and more work is needed to identify target tissues and organs for specific adducts if we are to improve
the diagnostic properties of the method.

Brief methodological description. The workflow consists of three primary steps (Figure 2):

1. DNA extraction and enzymatic digestion, which yield the 2’-deoxyribonucleoside adducts and unmod-
ified 2’-deoxyribonucleosides, follow the established protocol 25. A sample (specific tissues or a whole
body for small organisms) is homogenized using a method of choice. For DNA extraction, we recom-
mend a fast and easy method using Chelex 100, an ion exchange resin serving as a chelating agent
in binding polyvalent metal ions 39, which yields a high amount of DNA 40. Briefly, a suspension
of Chelex 100 is added to the sample homogenate and heated to release nucleic acids. After cen-
trifugation, the resulting supernatant is utilized for digestion. Commonly, the enzymatic digestion is
applied using nuclease P1 and snake venom phosphodiesterase I, releasing 5’-mono-phosphate nucleo-
sides, which are dephosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase yielding the nucleosides for analysis, i.e.,
2’-deoxyribonucleoside adducts and unmodified 2’-deoxyribonucleosides 25. The digested samples can
be stored at -20 degC until analysis by LC-HRMS.

2. Liquid chromatography HRMS analysis and data processing, including the bottom-up (targeted) and
the top-down (untargeted) approaches. The bottom-up approach targets anticipated DNA adducts
from known or expected exposure agents. Consequently, the common drawback of this approach is
that adducts from unknown chemical exposure and endogenous processes may not be captured. There-
fore, the comprehensive characterization of the adducts induced by known and unknown exogenous
exposures and by secondary biological responses leading to adduct formation (endogenous exposure)
requires a top-down adductomics approach. Typically, reversed phase chromatography coupled to
an Orbitrap HRMS instrumentation in the positive ionization mode can be used for this purpose,
employing data-dependent acquisition with an inclusion list or data-independent acquisition; note
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that MS-based methods for DNA adductomics analysis are reviewed elsewhere 41. The resulting high-
resolution accurate mass (HRAM) data allows for increased selectivity due to the ability to differentiate
the adduct ion signals from isobaric background ions. Screening for DNA adducts takes advantage of
the common structural feature of 2’-deoxyribonucleosides, which is a deoxyribose moiety bound to
the nucleobase through a glycosidic bond. The product ion spectra of 2’-deoxyribonucleoside adducts
include cleavage of the glycosidic bond with a neutral loss of deoxyribose and leading to protonated
nucleobase adducts 42. The accurate mass measurements further provide sufficient information to
determine the molecular formula of the adduct analytes, which are useful in the structural character-
ization of the adducts and identifying the chemical exposure leading to the adduct formation. The
mass of the adduct indicates its structure and identifies the chemical. This strategy identifies the
modified nucleobase and the covalently bound chemical but does not identify the modified gene. Re-
cently, open-source databases 43,44 and software 45,46 were developed to support adduct identification
and characterization by processing large and complex MS files for non-targeted adduct detection. In
particular, an open-source software nLossFinder for peak screening 46 and non-targeted DNA adduct
detection based on the characteristic neutral loss (deoxyribose moiety, 116.0474 Da) with high mass
accuracy (+- 5 ppm) and without any prior knowledge of the adducts. To reduce false positives, data
filtering is performed using retention time alignment, accurate mass window, MS/MS fragments and
any associated metadata available. The output data are normalized peak areas for specific adducts
that can be used for the downstream statistical evaluations (Figure 3). More specifically, the measured
MS-peak area of each adduct is normalized to that of 2’-deoxyguanosine from the same LC-HRMS run,
which circumvents differences in DNA concentration between the individual samples and for any DNA
loss during sample preparation. The data format is typically a matrix, with adduct relative abundance
and samples (i.e., individuals) given in columns and rows or vice-versa.

3. Statistical analysis for the DNA adductome of each sentinel species used for monitoring purposes
should include the following steps: (1) screening the output data to exclude non-varying adducts; (2)
identification of the background variability; and (3) evaluation of the test samples against the back-
ground variability (i.e., reference state). Similar to metabolomics biomarkers, the task is to reduce
the high-dimensional data to only a small number of statistically significant features, that are often
chemically identified—where each feature corresponds to a mass-to-charge ratio, retention time, and
intensity. However, currently, there are no established methods for deriving environmental quality stan-
dards from the OMICS data 10,(missing citation),12; therefore, different approaches should be evaluated
and compared using data for different species and environmental settings.

.
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Figure 2: Workflow of the DNA adductome analysis, including sample preparation (1), HRMS analysis
and data processing (2), and an example of a statistical evaluation (3) performing permutational multi-
variate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA), similarity percentage analysis (SIMPER), orthogonal partial
least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA), and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis to link
specific adducts to the chemical exposure. Modified from 24.

Figure 3: An example of the output data for the relative peak intensity for characterised and uncharacterised
DNA adducts identified in the adductome of the amphipod Monoporeia affinis, a sentinel species in the
Swedish National Marine Monitoring Programme. The data represent the adductome profile of a single
individual. Modified from 48

Quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) of adductomics analysis. QA and QC protocols
should be followed to control and minimize fluctuations and biases that can affect the LC-HRMS adductomics
workflow and data quality. The QA and QC guidelines developed for metabolomics 49,50,51 are applicable in
assessing system performance and reporting the adductomics data due to the conceptual similarities in the
techniques and workflows. Availability of reference standards corresponding to various 2’-deoxyribonucleoside
adducts spanning over a wide range of chromatographic retention times and mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) is
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crucial to evaluate the performance of the analytical system in terms of mass error, shift in chromatographic
retention time, peak shape and MS-fragmentation efficiency. Other important parameters to ensure the
reliability and accuracy of analytical results are instrument calibration, method validation, evaluation of
quality control samples, data quality assessment, batch-to-batch consistency, as well as personnel training
and documentation. By implementing a comprehensive QC/QA program, laboratories can enhance the
reliability, reproducibility, and validity of the adductome data, which are essential for the consistency of the
environmental assessment and comparability of the results in longitudinal data sets.

Statistical considerations, targets and background variability for exposure assessment. To estab-
lish the baseline variability of the DNA adductome for a target tissue/species (and, possibly, a population),
replicate samples of single specimens for each assessment site are needed. Based on our experience with
amphipods, about 15-20 individuals per site are sufficient when only females in the reproductive stage are
considered 25. However, species with a larger or lower inter-individual variability in unimpacted sites may
require a larger sample size.

Before evaluating data in relation to the contaminants and other health parameters, some QC checks are
conducted, using, e.g., Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a checkpoint to screen for outlier data points
and obtain a global perspective of the data 52. All single adducts are evaluated for variability and those
showing less than 1 % variation across the samples are omitted from the further analyses. Also, adducts
that are present in less than 5 % of the samples are omitted.

The data are evaluated using two-tier diagnostics with standard multivariate approaches for omics data 53.

• First, the primary adductome data output is used to (1) define the variability of the data originating
from unimpacted sites and/or healthy specimens (i.e., the target space in the multivariate ordination;
Figure 4); (2) assess the predicted class membership or score to evaluate if the test sample aligns
with the background samples; and (3) estimate the proportion of the test samples that do not align
with the background samples. For that, a Partial Least Squares-Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA),
a supervised method that combines aspects of PCA and discriminant analysis, and, in particular,
its upgraded version called OPLS-DA (orthogonal PLS-DA) is recommended (Figure 4B). For the
environmental status assessment, we suggest applying the following principle: if more than 50% of the
test samples from a site/area are classified as not belonging to the reference group, the site is considered
as deviating significantly from the unimpacted state in terms of the DNA adduct composition and
relative abundance.

• Second, the test samples that do not align with the reference adductome for the species/population in
question are subjected to the analysis of individual variability of the influential adducts; the latter are
identified by the PLS-DA model and ROC (Receiver Operating Curve) analysis (Figure 5). Once the
PLS/OPLS-DA model is built, the VIP (variable influence of projection) measure can be obtained for
the adducts based on their association with the identified predictive components. Each of these adducts
may permit the identification of exposures to certain hazardous chemicals in the environment with a
unique diagnostic value. For each individual adduct, the same principle as for many other biomarkers 54

can be used by defining the background assessment criteria (BAC) as the 90th percentile of the relative
abundance of this adduct in the areas regarded as less polluted reference areas. Bootstrapping (100
000 runs) can be used to derive mean, median and 90th percentile values. The significant deviations
of the influential adducts from the corresponding BAC values should be reported to facilitate the
interpretation of the overall DNA adductome response.
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Figure 4: An example of PLS-DA for DNA adductome profile in the amphipod Monoporeia affinis from
different sites in the Baltic Sea (A); modified from 24. The data points represent the samples collected in the
stations classified as contaminated (C; red) or reference (R; green); the labels indicate the station codes. In
this example, none of the samples collected from the contaminated stations aligned with the ordination space
of the reference samples. The B-panel shows a separation based on the DNA adductome between field-
collected females carrying different proportions of embryos with developmental aberrations and classified as
Healthy (H: aberration frequency is less than 5 %) and Unhealthy (U: up to 60 %); modified from 25.
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Figure 5: An example of the single adduct evaluation using the area under the receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) curve (AUC) logistic regression approach for discrimination between the amphipod females with
low (H: Healthy) and high (U: unhealthy) embryo aberration frequency. For each of the three discriminating
adducts, the left panel shows the AUC confidence interval, true positive and false positive rates, and confi-
dence interval (CI), the right panel shows the normalized values for the adducts in healthy and unhealthy
individuals. AUC logistic regression approach identified adducts A22 ( N6-Methyl-2’-deoxyadenosine, N6-
me-dA; AUC = 0.802), A9 (uncharacterized adduct; AUC = 0.697), and A3 (5-Methyl-2’-deoxycytidine,
5-me-dC; AUC = 0.652) to have the greatest specificity and sensitivity in relation to the developmental
pathologies in these amphipods. The logistic regression based on these adducts had 80 and 85 % classifica-
tion accuracy for predicting unimpacted and impacted animals, respectively; modified from 25.
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Looking ahead

DNA adductomics is a new research area that offers structural insights into chemical modifications of the
nucleic acids and a platform for the discovery of exposure and effect biomarkers. One of the main challenges
for introducing DNA adductome analysis in environmental monitoring is the complexity and variability
of environmental exposures. Moving forward, we need to prioritize the structural identification of these
modifications, establishing connections between candidate DNA adducts and potential causative chemicals
or metabolites. Moreover, identifying potential exposures to elucidate responses across various species is
crucial. Simultaneously, experimental studies are essential to validate the relationships between specific
adducts, exposure agents, and health outcomes, which requires controlled exposure systems to establish
critical levels of adduct biomarkers based on toxicity data.

In a recent development, we introduced a novel approach for concurrent RNA and DNA adductomics utiliz-
ing a single injection on LC-Orbitrap HRMS instrumentation 55, with the simultaneous detection of RNA
adducts, measured through modified ribonucleosides, and DNA adducts, measured through modified 2’-
deoxyribonucleosides. RNA molecules play multiple roles in cellular function, serving not only as genetic
materials but also providing structural support and catalyzing essential functions within cells. Similar to
DNA and due to the nucleophilicity of their nucleobases, RNA molecules are susceptible to reacting with
electrophilic species, leading to adduct formation. In cases of toxic adduction, the adducted RNA has
been associated with a variety of diseases in humans 56. However, despite being evident and detectable,
the physiological and pathological functions of RNA adduction remain poorly understood and virtually
nothing is known about pathological responses in non-mammalian species. To validate the efficacy of this
multi-adductomics workflow, we conducted a proof-of-principle study 55, demonstrating its application in
the analysis of amphipod RNA and DNA adducts. The discovery of new RNA modifications opens new
venues in understanding their biological significance for transcriptome and the impact of contaminants on
the adductome, which can support future applications of specific adducts as molecular biomarkers in envi-
ronmental monitoring. Thus, analyzing both DNA and RNA in adductome studies would provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the molecular impacts of exposure to various agents and on different time
scales.

Regional monitoring programmes should consider the diverse analytical goals (targeted or untargeted), vary-
ing DNA amounts in the sentinel species, distinct DNA adduct levels, and considerations like the nature
of adducts (hydrophobic vs hydrophilic) and instrument availability when designing the sampling scheme.
Consequently, thoughtful consideration of these factors is essential to determine the most suitable approach
for a given context. Continued improvements in mass spectrometry and other analytical techniques will en-
hance the sensitivity, selectivity, and speed of DNA adduct detection. To this end, centralized facilities allow
for efficient use of resources, both in terms of equipment and personnel. This can lead to cost-effectiveness
and a more streamlined approach to handling the complexities associated with DNA adduct analysis. More-
over, designated facilities are more likely to adhere to recognized standards and guidelines in DNA adduct
analysis, and compliance with established protocols enhances the credibility and acceptance of the gener-
ated data in scientific and regulatory contexts. Finally, centralized facilities often encourage collaboration
among researchers, laboratories, and institutions. This collaborative environment facilitates the exchange of
knowledge, expertise, and best practices, driving forward the field of environmental DNA adductomics.

Conclusions

Environmental omics, including nucleic acid adductomics, can provide valuable biomarkers for assessing
exposure to environmental contaminants and effects. It is applicable to virtually any organism possessing
DNA and requires only a few micrograms of DNA per sample. Incorporating DNA adductomics into the
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existing biomarker batteries would be a much-needed tool for the early detection of genome-level alterations
in wildlife and represent a significant advancement in environmental health assessment.

The DNA adductomics workflow described here demonstrates that the technology is ready to integrate DNA
adductome screening in large-scale environmental monitoring targeting wildlife. We can screen and process
data for low-mass adducts, such as epigenetic marks or oxidative adducts, and high-mass bulky adducts,
providing a broad range of detectable adducts for environmental assessment. Open-source databases and
software are available, allowing the screening of individual samples even for small-bodied animals with high
mass accuracy and at reasonable costs. Additionally, the raw files are routinely archived and can be re-
processed at any time to obtain more information from a single sample.

In environmental monitoring programmes, opting for designated facilities for DNA adduct analysis where
the analytical process is conducted by skilled professionals using cutting-edge equipment, software, and
databases. Relying on designated facilities ensures data accuracy, reliability, and archival and thus promotes
data consistency and comparability across different regions, species and monitoring initiatives. All of these
aspects are crucial for the success of monitoring initiatives aimed at assessing DNA modifications due to
environmental exposures.
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